electrons -one group with pitch angles distributed nearly isotropically (q:S 2) and the other with very flat pitches (q 2: 20).3 .
Thorne [1963] ) that the radiation b e polarized parallel to the magnetic axis. Consequently, we can be cer· tain thal lJdecimeter:oS 100 lJ max, or, eq uivalently, that the high·energy c utoff in the electron energy distribu· tion satisfies (13) The more stringent bound, lJdccimetel' < lJmax (E~Bo:;:: 2 X 10 4 ) , see ms quite likely, since the spectrum could be flat over a section of the region lJ > lJmax only if l' < 1; and y < 1 seems unlikely on physical grounds.
Although we are fairly certain that lJdecimetel'< Vmax, we cannot be sure that lJmin < Vdecirneter ([E1Mev]2Bogauss < 2). Table 3 reveals that th e beaming and polarIza· tion of the radiation in the region lJ < lJrnin is not too different from that for the region lJmin < V < Vrnax' However, the spectrum is quite different in these regions. If lJdecimeter< Vmin, then the energy exponent, 1', must exceed 1 in order for the decimeter spectrum to be flat. In fact, l' might be as large as 5 ( 3 1n a private com muni cat ion Roberts and KOIllt:'sarlilT nute that the particular-2,{"olllponellt pilch angl e d is tribution given in their paper IRoberts and KomcsarofL lCJ651 to hI the 21 em data is nut corred: but that the necess it y fur two components. one with Q < 2 and the ot he r" wilh q ?: 20. is unavoidable.
-
The author is indebted to J. A. Roberts and M. M. Komesaroff for making the results of their observations available to him before publication. The numerical comp utation s reported here were performed on the Princeton University IBM 7094 computer, which is supported in part by National Science Foundation Crant NSF-GP579. The author was the recipient of fellowship support from the National Science Foun· dation, from the Danforth Foundation, and from the Woodrow Wilson Foundation during the period of this research. Attempts to obtain measurements of the brightness temperature of Jupiter at 8.6 mm were made on several occasions near the opposition in May , 1959 . With the lO·ft reflector the expected antenna temperature was low , and it was necessary to average repeated drift scans to obtain a measurable defle c tion. Atmospheric fluctuations nullified the results on some occasions , but analytical criteria found effective in more recent work have enabled the measurements for three days to be evaluated with some confidence.
1-2 May, 1959 6-7 May 8-9 June
These results were 308 ± 88 OK (p.e.) 291±88 OK 260±90 OK These values, obtained with north·south polarization, exceed the expected temperature by roughly a fac tor of two, and seem to indicate an anomalo us effect in this period. Th e stated un · certainties were derived from the random fluctuations in the drift scans, with a relatively small systematic error not included. However, it sho uld be emphasized that some chance exists that these result s are in large error. For example, on another day , June 10, data considered to be com· parable in quality yielded a blurred unmeasurable result. Therefore, further observations at various periods would be useful.
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